
Artist:Â Julio GarcÃa AguilarVenue:Â Parallel Oaxaca, OaxacaExhibition Title:Â The possibilities of evil / Las posibilidades de lo maloDate: October 11 â€“ November 11, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of
images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Parallel Oaxaca, OaxacaPress Release:Parallel /// Oaxaca is pleased to present The possibilities of evil an exhibition of new work by
painter Julio GarcÃa Aguilar. The exhibition questions the dynamics of power we encounter in our quotidian present and how individuals shape their experiences and imagination as emotional states, re-appropriating
mundane images, allegories and clichÃ©s to re-use them as symbolic representational elements.Â Julio GarcÃa Aguilar creates images reflecting on autobiographical situations and the material impact of his personal
experiences of immigration, combining an on-going exploration on the forces of creation from the realities of contemporary life. His works embed vibrant color fields with a gestural style where subjects drawn from his
immediate surroundings mix with Cartoon motifs, digital found imagery and complex political issues that evoke the local context through a critical examination.First sketched on the canvas as loose narratives with an
ambiguous relationship to power, the paintings of Julio GarcÃa Aguilar distrust the stereotypes that simplify the representation of difference and perpetuate visions of colonialism, color and class divide and the
institutionalized structures of inequity applied to territories.Combining the ambivalent backdrops and the exotism that the westernized measuring of cartoon-inspired narratives create, along with modes of seeing
inheritated from art historical lineages, the figures in Julio GarcÃa AguilarÂ´s paintings challenge the logics of space and expand within restrained universes as live vegetation fluctuating within regenerative landscapes,
which are not often represented in popular visual culture.The possibilities of evil seek to translate Julio GarcÃa AguilarÂ´s personal and communal experience of how rigid structures and architectural artifacts of
estrangement and extraction shape the vibrancy and perception of current social realities, suggesting paths through the debris by an emotional desire leading for a new direction and movement within a shifting world.Julio
GarcÃa Aguilar was born in Ejutla, Oaxaca in 1993, he lived his childhood and adolescence in Atlanta. His training in art is self-taught. He is founding member of YOPE ps, a project focused on the promotion local and
foreign artists, dedicated to the exhibition and reflection of contemporary culture. His works have been shown at the Museo de Arte Carrillo Gil (Mexico City), Le Dernier Cri (FR), bbq LA (USA) and LADRÃ“N GalerÃa
(Mexico City).Link: Julio GarcÃa Aguilar at Parallel OaxacaThe post Julio GarcÃa Aguilar at Parallel Oaxaca first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â LVenue:Â Shoot the Lobster, Los AngelesExhibition
Title:Â Facets of BeingDate: October 10 â€“ November 11, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Shoot the Lobster, Los
AngelesPress Release:Shoot The Lobster LA presents Facets of Being, a solo exhibition of eleven spells by the Los Angeles based alchemist L.Facets of Being is the third in a trinity of exhibitions: Facets of
Endarkenment at Stems Gallery Brussels &#8211; and Facets of Enlightenment at Marlborough Contemporary New York. The vessels and incantations of the previous shows addressed states of the individual and
collective psyche in relation to transcendence.These new spells link the astral, divine, and earth-bound realms. They primarily manifest material events and things related to the everyday needs and desires of being
human. Some seem paradoxical at first glance. One spell for fullness, is full of empty bottles. Another for beauty and alchemical integration, is full of garbage that was gathered by L on a littered mountain trail. Every item
that is placed into the vessels has a specific magical function, which often creates peculiar juxtapositions. Sometimes the materials are altered or charged in ritual before the spell is cast.When the objects are combined
into their respective microcosms, suspended in oil, they produce a cumulative energy that is greater than their individual essence. The floating vessels, in their unified configuration within the space, form an elliptical cycle
that orbits around the body of the visitor. In the creation of these spells, L has drawn upon knowledge obtained from years of research and personal practice of folk and ceremonial magic, superstitious ritual, and
esotericism.L has held solo exhibitions at Martos Gallery, New York; Utah Museum of Contemporary Art, Salt Lake City; Marlborough, New York; Stems Gallery, Brussels; AND NOW, Dallas; JOAN, Los Angeles.
Collective exhibitions include Getty Museum, Los Angeles; Five Car Garage, Los Angeles; CAPITAL, San Francisco; Lefebvre + Fils, Paris; Sariev Gallery, Bulgaria. Selected group exhibitions include Gagosian Gallery,
Beverly Hills; Team Gallery, New York; Kerry Schuss, New York; Nicodim Gallery, Los Angeles + Bucharest; Venus over Los Angeles; Ellis King, Dublin; The Ghetto Biennale, Port-au-Prince. Lâ€™s work has been
reviewed and written about in Frieze Magazine, Artforum, New Yorker Magazine, The New York Times, Los Angeles Times, and Spike Quarterly among many others.Link: L at Shoot the LobsterThe post L at Shoot the
Lobster first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Applications are now open for the MFA Visual Arts and Sound Art Programs at Columbia University School of the Arts. Both programs attract emerging artists from around
the world, and upon graduating, our students join a diverse and welcoming circle of distinguished alumni.The Visual Arts Program is interdisciplinary and offers an MFA degree in Visual Arts rather than in one specific
medium. The two-year studio program, taught by internationally celebrated artists, allows students to pursue drawing, installation, painting, performance, photography, printmaking, sculpture and video. The MFA Sound
Art Program, offered in association with the Visual Arts MFA Program, the Department of Music, and the Computer Music Center, allows students the opportunity to pursue creative work in a variety of genres and focus on
the integration of sound with other media.Register for the upcoming Information Sessions:Visual Arts MFA: Sunday, November 15 at 11 am ET, Register HereSound Art MFA: Sunday, November 15 at 1 pm ET, Register
Herearts.columbia.eduThe post Columbia Visual Arts and Sound Art MFA Programs first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Pati HillVenue:Â Air de Paris, ParisExhibition Title:Â Heavenâ€™s door is open to
uslike a big vacuum cleanerO helpO clouds of dusto choir of hairpinsDate: September 12 â€“ October 17, 2020Curated By: Baptiste PinteauxClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link
available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Air de Paris, Paris. Photos byÂ Marc Domage.Press Release:Pati Hill was fifty-four in 1975 when she published Slave Days, a collection of thirty-one poems and
twenty-nine photocopies showing the biting, sardonically detached gaze of a housewife contemplating her existence. This was her first book after thirteen years, which she laconically summed up with the words
Â«housewife, motherÂ». It was also the first appearance of the xerographs she had began making a few years before and the introduction to a considerable oeuvre encompassing texts, hundreds of drawings and
thousands of xerographs. This exhibition â€“ the first in France since her death in 2014 â€“ will, I hope, reveal her workâ€™s distinctive brand of attentiveness to its subjects: delicate but never romantic and at the same
time dark-hued, subtle and cruel.Pati Hill was born in 1921 in Ashland, Kentucky, and was soon being raised single-handed by her mother. With the divorce of 1928 came a relative poverty, which nonetheless left her free
to test out an independence rare among women of that time, while inculcating in her daughter a taste for writing as a means of considering her own emancipation. She will say later as an adult: Â«My idea was to live lives,
different lives. . . I suppose I got that from the idea of being different books, or living in different books.Â»1 After a brief spell at university, Pati left her newly remarried mother and moved to New York. There, at the age of
twenty, she began a career as a model which gave her the independence she had been dreaming of â€“ but one qualified by the discovery of a Â«peculiar feeling of â€˜realityâ€™â€•. â€œThe reality of an object,
maybeâ€•2 she says. She was required to embody the provincial teenager freshly arrived in town, whose spontaneity never overstepped the bounds of good manners â€“ in short, the ideal girl of American fantasy. The
mistrust she expressed very early on regarding social mythologies and their underlying ideological rhetoric, together with her taste for autonomy and her inability Â«to make [herself] and [her] image and [her] opinion take
on any kind of permanent relationship,Â»3 were some of the reasons behind her urge to write in the mid- 1940s. She began with a column for Seventeen just at the time when Audre Lorde was publishing her first poems.
With a shrewdly pragmatic lightness of touch, Pati Hill celebrated the art of interior design, explaining to her teenage readers how to make your room a true reflection of your personality. Iâ€™ll return to these pieces later,
but they merit our attention in that it was in opposition to the image they advocated â€“ a domesticity at once harmonious, placid and unfailingly authoritarian â€“ that her own work would take shape. Between 1953 and
1962 she published three novels, a memoir, a collection of poetry and ten short stories, earning the respect of a circle of writers grouped around George Plimptonâ€™s Paris Review. Rather than a novelist, however, she
preferred to describe herself as Â«more a journalist, maybe, with nothin journaled yet 4Â», and deliberately kept her distance from the romantic creative vision of her writer friends. Already committed to a hard-working
daily experimental output, she nonetheless sensed early on that the pleasure she found in describing personal disasters would be the key to writing about Â«[her] own plight and the plight of women in general.Â»5In 1960
she married her third husband, Paul Bianchini, a young Frenchman who had just opened a gallery in New York, notably exhibiting Roy Lichtenstein, Lee Lozano, Claes Oldenburg, Robert Ryman and Sturtevant. Bianchini
came from a family of Lyon industrialists and through him she discovered Franceâ€™s haute bourgeoisie, which she describes with a mix of fascination and disgust as â€œhuge watery mammals that live deep in the
ocean where the pressure and the lack of ordinary nourishments keeps other fish from venturing. [&#8230;] A race, a strata, tranquilly passing on their ways from generation to generation, hardly aware of calendar
time.Â»6 Two years later, in 1962, she gave birth to her only child, a girl. She who had always tried to smooth over the rough edges recounts the difficulty of adjusting to the life of a housewife and the complications she
encountered when trying to renegotiate her notion of her independence and her work. The literary circles she had been moving in up until then, mainly made up of married white men, considered her marriage and her life
as a mother as a betrayal, a desertion of her vocation as an artist. She left New York for Stonington, Connecticut, where there were regular visits from her husband. As a welcome gift, the poet James Merrill â€“ a
long-time friend and now her neighbour â€“ gave her a cat, pointing out to her that she Â«might as well have all the little luxuries that went with being a prisoner.Â»7 She published nothing between 1963 and 1974, but
kept on writing â€“ and working: she opened her own antique shop in Mystic, Connecticut and renovated a property at Les Massons, near Paris. Having built up substantial debts over the years, her husband closed his
gallery early in the 1970s, while it fell to her to continue organizing the familyâ€™s domestic life â€“ a job which, American writer-artist Frances Stark commented, Â«bears no evidence of productivity â€“ save for the fact
that the home isnâ€™t falling apart.Â»8 Its realities were not lost on her.Thirteen years went by between the publication of her third novel, One Thing I Know, and her second collection of poems, Slave Days (1975), with
its insiderâ€™s account of the discomfiting experience of being a housewife. In short, the experience described in her memoir The History of Dressmaking where she wrote: Â«I wish I did not feel so blameless. If I were at
fault I could change our destinies by changing myself, bu
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